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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a radical corpus-based approach to speech

synthesis. No signal manipulation is performed and the synthesis
becomes a mere concatenation. The feasibility of this approach
is evaluated regarding corpus selection constraints and realization
of different prominence patterns. A “traditional” concatenative
system serves as a baseline. The results indicate that the size of
the corpus must be rather large in order to obtain satisfying and
reliable results for unlimited text-to-speech conversion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Corpus-based approaches to speech synthesis have become pop-
ular recently due to the availability of large annotated corpora.
The most well-known system is the CHATR system developed
by ATR [2].

The linguistic part of a speech synthesis system computes the
sequence of speech units (which may be segments, syllables, or
variable-sized units) and their desired properties (like ‘stressed’
or ‘utterance-final’) for a given input. A speech corpus con-
tains a number of annotated instances of such units spoken by
one speaker. An optimization step determines these instances
for which annotated and desired properties match best [1]. If
the agreement between these properties is high, the necessity for
additional manipulations is low. There are three important fac-
tors that determine the quality of the resulting synthesized speech
(apart from the quality of the output of the linguistic module):

1. The size and variety of the corpus determines the number of
instances to choose from, and their variability.

2. The choice of annotated features and the quality of the an-
notations is important to determine the optimal candidate.

3. The selection algorithm is crucial for the determination of
the best sequence of units.

In order to assess the feasability of such an approach and to ex-
plore its limitations a simple synthesis system was established
and evaluated. Synthetic speech is constructed by concatenating
chunks of speech without any pre- or postconcatenative manipu-
lations. The system is called JUCON (JUst CONcatenation).

2. CORPUS
The Bonn Prosodic Database was used as the source for the
speech chunks [6]. It is phonetically annotated in great detail,
including ratings of the perceptual prominence of each syllable
[12]. This parameter is a major factor in the selection process
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Figure 1. JUCON - a system for the generation of synthetic
utterances by mere concatenation.

because it subsumes many acoustic parameters related to stress,
prominence and reduction.

The corpus comprises recordings of three speakers with about
20 minutes of speech for each speaker. Segmentation, pitch ac-
cent location, prominence rating and prosodic boundary location
were done by hand. Values for acoustic parameters likeF0 and
formant frequencies were computed automatically. More than
11 000 speech sounds for each speaker are present in the corpus.

3. METHOD

3.1. Overview
Figure 1 gives an overview of the JUCON synthesis method. An
orthographic text is converted by the linguistic modules of the
speech synthesis system ‘Hadifix’ [17, 10] into a sequence of
phonetic syllables and boundaries with associated prominence in-
formation for each syllable and boundary [12].

A constraint module determines a number of constraints for
each speech sound in the utterance. Among these constraints are
adjacent sounds, prominence values, distance to phrase bound-
aries, presence of a pitch accent and the like. The set of con-
straints constitutes the features of the ideal instance for a sound.
It is not specific for a given corpus.

The selection module looks for the instance of a speech
sound in the corpus that matches the requirements by the set of
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constraints from the constraint module and by further corpus-
dependent constraints. This search is controlled by weighting
factors. The instance with the highest score is chosen. Thus, no
global optimization over a whole utterance but only a local opti-
mization for each sound is carried out. The time signal chunks
corresponding to the chosen instances are extracted from the cor-
pus and concatenated without further modification.

3.2. Selection
The local optimization process uses two sets of constraints. One
set is the set generated by the constraint module which contains
only corpus-independent linguistic constraints like ‘presence of
associated pitch accent’ or ‘before a/t/’. The other set consists of
constraints like ‘difference inF0 value to syllable nucleus should
not exceed 20 Hz’ or ‘if the following sound is a vowel and this
is a plosive this sound and the following sound must be taken as
one unit’.

In case of a non-satisfied constraint a penalty value is com-
puted by weighting the distance between optimal and observed
values with a factor read from a control file. Thus, a weight-
ing factor of 0 leads to the complete neglection of a constraint.
For non-numerical constraints (i.e. adjacent sounds) a severity
list is included in the control file which contains a penalty value
for each given-desired pair. For example, a pair/t/-/t/ will get a
penalty value of 0, a pair /t/-/s/ or /t/-/d/ one of 1, and /t/-/i/ one
of 10. All penalty values are added up, and the instance with the
lowest result is chosen.

3.3. Discussion
The JUCON system is a rather crude approach to data-based syn-
thesis:

� A comparably small corpus is used which was not con-
structed for this purpose.

� The selection algorithm was not optimized by sophisticated
methods, the weights are merely hand-tuned.

� The local optimization uses segments. Although the con-
straints favour the use of larger parts, no explicit criterion
guarantees that adjacent segments in the corpus are chosen
as adjacent segments in the synthetic signal.

� The segments are concatenated without further manipula-
tion. Jumps in energy orF0 are not smoothed.

Nevertheless it should allow a first assessment of the feasibility
of this approach for languages with a complex syllable structure
like German.

4. EXPERIMENT 1
This experiment was carried out in order to assess three different
constraint sets, and to compare JUCON with Hadifix.

4.1. Material
Twelve sentences differing in size and complexity were used in
this experiment. They were taken from a set of sentences used in
a prosody evaluation experiment [8]. With JUCON three different
versions for each sentence were generated:

JA a balanced mixture of all constraints,

JP only prosodic constraints (prominence, position in phrase
etc.),
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Figure 2. Results of the first experiment for all synthesis ver-
sions (top: Prosody rating, middle: Naturalness rating, bot-
tom: Intelligibility rating).

JC only contextual constraints (adjacent sounds, differences in
F0 etc.).

Seven versions with the traditional concatenative system Hadifix
were synthesized:

HH with the prosody generated by Hadifix,

HDA with durations transplanted from JUCON (JM),

HDP with durations transplanted from JUCON (JP),

HDC with durations transplanted from JUCON (JC),

HPA with durations andF0 transplanted from JUCON (JM),

HPP with durations andF0 transplanted from JUCON (JP),

HPC with durations andF0 transplanted from JUCON (JC).
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Figure 3. Results of the first experiment for each test sentence
comparing JA and HH (top: Prosody rating, middle: Natu-
ralness rating, bottom: Intelligibility rating).

The latter versions were used to investigate whether a ’prosody
from data’ approach can enhance the quality of traditional con-
catenative systems.

4.2. Method

Ten subjects had to rate the quality of an utterance on three
five-point scales, namely “Naturalness”, “Intelligibility” and
“Prosody”. All subjects were experienced listeners and had a
clear understanding of the scale attributes. Ten versions of each
sentence were used; anchor stimuli (obvious “good” and “bad”
versions) were presented before the test. The subjects were free
to listen to each stimulus as often as they liked; a test run lasted
about 20 minutes.

4.3. Results and Discussion
The overall results are displayed in Figure 2. Significant differ-
ences between versions can be found for each of the three cate-
gories (F(9,1208), p< 0.001). Intelligibility is worst for JP (JU-
CON without coarticulatory constraints) which is due to the well-
known fact that simple concatenation of speech segments leads
to unintelligible speech [5]. Intelligibility is also degraded for JC
(JUCON without prosodic constraints) where long and short real-
izations are randomly mixed. The intelligibility of the traditional
synthesis approach HH is significantly higher than those of other
versions (Scheff´e, p< 0.05).

Prosody and naturalness ratings are very similar. Those ver-
sions generated with a mixed constraint set (JA, HDA, HPA)
score better than their counterparts (JC and JP, HDC and HDP,
HPD and HPP, respectively). Version HH has higher results than
those versions with transplanted prosody.

It is not surprising that a balanced constraint set yields better
results for the JUCON approach. This also holds for the trans-
plantation versions. Version HH scores higher than the transplan-
tation versions. There may be two reasons for this:

1. The size of the database is too small and/or the selection
procedure does not lead to optimal results.

2. Due to the inherently lower intelligibility of synthesized
speech and the larger variety of natural speech the trans-
plantation of natural prosodic values on synthesized speech
is inherently problematic.

Although the second factor may also play a role the quality of
synthetic speech is usually enhanced when natural durations are
superimposed. Thus, the first factor is probably more important.
Variations in speaking rate within the corpus is a potential source
for non-satisfying durations as well as a suboptimal instance se-
lection. Therefore, for further analysis constraint variation and
transplantation results were ignored.

A closer look at the performance of JA and HH per sentence
(Figure 3) reveals that the performance of HA is rather stable
while the results of JA vary in quality for all three dimensions.
This indicates that the corpus is probably too small to contain
enough material for the successful generation of each test sen-
tence; only a few sentences have higher naturalness ratings. The
one sentence with extremely high scores for JA is the sentence
“Nein!” (No!) which was taken from the corpus on the whole.
More material and larger corpora are necessary to yield reliably
satisfying results with the JUCON method.

5. EXPERIMENT 2
In the first experiment only isolated sentences were evaluated.
In normal applications context-sensitive prosody is necessary.
Due to discourse information different focus placements must
be possible with equal quality. The second experiment investi-
gated whether the marking of different focus positions is possi-
ble with the JUCON approach. A semantic focus is simulated
by increased prominence values on the focussed word and by de-
creased prominence values on all preceding and (more important)
following words. It has been shown that focus position can be
marked quite reliably by Hadifix using this strategy [12].

5.1. Material
The five sentences where JUCON scored best in the first exper-
iment were chosen for the second experiment. The one-word-
utterance “Nein!” was neglected because it is obviously impos-
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Figure 4. Results of the second experiment - General rating
task. (top: Hadifix, bottom: JUCON).

sible to generate three different focus positions for one syllable.
For each of these sentences three different words were selected
that could be focussed (i.e. where a reasonably realistic question-
answer pair could be constructed). Because the original sentences
were not designed for this task some pairs were more realistic or
unambiguous than others.

The utterances were synthesized with JUCON and Hadifix.
The symbolic input for both synthesis methods was identical.

5.2. Method
The experiment consisted of three subtasks. In the first subtask
the quality of an utterance should be rated on a scale between 1
and 5 like in the first experiment. No context information was
given.

The second subtask was carried out to assess whether a realiza-
tion was appropriate for a given context. For each sentence three
questions were constructed where the information in one word of
the sentence was asked for. Each realization was presented with
one of the three questions, and the subjects had to rate the appro-
priateness of the answer. If focus position is successfully marked
in the synthetic utterance appropriateness ratings should be low
for two (non-matching) questions and high for one (matching)
question. For example, in the sentence “John loves Mary.” three
questions can be devised which put a different word into focus,
e.g. “Who loves Mary?” (John), “What is the relationship be-
tween John and Mary?” (loves), and “Whom does John love?”
(Mary). If the focus is on “Mary”, only question three should
achieve high appropriateness scores. Appropriateness was rated
on a five-point scale.
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Figure 5. Results of the second experiment - Context appro-
priateness rating task. (top: Hadifix, bottom: JUCON).

In the third subtask each realization was presented with three
questions. The subjects had to choose the question for which the
synthetic utterance was the answer. Results could either be right
or wrong. All ten subjects from the first experiment participated.

5.3. Results and Discussion
Figure 4 displays the results of the first subtask. The results for
Hadifix are higher, and the differences between sentences are not
as large as for JUCON (but still significant). The differences be-
tween focus positions, and their interactions with the sentence are
also significant for both systems. Some prominence patterns are
obviously better modelled than others. The overall results of JU-
CON are worse than in the first experiment (Figure 3). This is
most probably caused by different stimulus quality ranges which
lead to different anchor points. If only good realizations are com-
pared (albeit not directly) the perceived quality differences in-
crease. This subtask confirms that the quality of JUCON is re-
garded consistently lower than Hadifix.

The results of the second subtask are shown in Figure 5. Ap-
propriateness differs to a very large extent between matching and
unmatching question-answerpairs for Hadifix, and this difference
is simlar for all sentences. For JUCON these values differ signifi-
cantly only for two out of five sentences. In general, it is difficult
to mark different foci in one sentence with JUCON in its current
state. Sentence 1 shows that this is not a general problem because
here the results are quite comparable to Hadifix; it is a problem
of missing instances in the database. Incidentially, sentence 1 has
also the highest scores in the first subtask. It is possible to syn-
thesize adequately sounding question-answer pairs with JUCON
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Figure 6. Results of the second experiment - Context recogni-
tion task. (top: Hadifix, bottom: JUCON).

but the demands on corpus size increase further.
The third subtask (Figure 6) tested the discrimination between

three possible questions for a synthesized answer. Again, it is
obvious that Hadifix is far more successful than JUCON, and in
a more consistent way. However, a few realizations are of poor
quality but that may be caused by inappropriate questions, espe-
cially if the comparable results for JUCON are also low. The
JUCON method produced more utterances with more ambiguous
prominence patterns; in one case the correct answer was never
given. For a given sentence one focus position usually scored
higher; this specific prominence pattern is the one that is allowed
by the instances in the corpus. Ana posteriorianalysis of the JU-
CON selections showed that in some cases two versions did not
differ - the demanded prominence pattern could not be realized
with the corpus without violating context constraints.

6. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of both experiments indicate that a data-based ap-
proach as radical as JUCON in its dispense with signal manip-
ulation is not feasible with a corpus as small as 11 000 sounds.
It is not possible to synthesize arbitrary utterances with a reliable
and high quality. We assume that a sufficient corpus for this task
must contain at least two hours of speech. If smoothing of e.g.
F0 or energy jumps by signal manipulation is carried out the size
may be smaller but the original advantages (no degradation, no
artificial prosody) of this approach vanish. On the other hand the
principle of “lopsided sparsity” [15] indicates that at least a few
words in a certain prosodic context will not be well featured in

any corpus. And these rare words will inevitably carry a large
amount of information.

The problem becomes even greater when not only one prosodic
pattern of an utterance is to be synthesized. The usual “dumb”
TTS system may neglect discourse information and process each
sentence independently. In content-to-speech applications this is
no longer possible.

On the other hand the traditional concatenative approach will
reach a limit. Even with transplanted natural prosody synthetic
speech does not sound natural. Reductions, spectral changes,
long-distance coarticulations are difficult to model [14, 11]. A
new voice requires careful recordings [13]. Emotive speech is
difficult to synthesize [9, 7]. A corpus-based approach with suf-
ficient material may be a solution. But the determination of suf-
ficient size and the automatic annotation of pertinent corpora are
still unsolved problems although a number of promising solutions
exist.

In domain-specific applications the use of data-based syn-
thesis methods may be much easier due to limited vocabulary
and prosodic contexts without becoming message-generation sys-
tems [3]. We adopted the JUCON approach in order to syn-
thesize utterances in the travel-planning domain for a speech-to-
speech translation system [16]. We use a corpus with more than
24 000 sounds [4] and the results are quite promising. A post-
concatenative manipulation, however, remains inevitable.

7. AUDIO FILES
The following audio files are included in the CD-ROM version:

r026 01:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version JA

r026 02:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version JP

r026 03:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version JC

r026 04:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version HH

r026 05:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version HDA

r026 06:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version HDP

r026 07:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version HDC

r026 08:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version HPA

r026 09:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version HPP

r026 10:wav Sentence 3 in experiment 1 version HPC

r026 11:wav Sentence 1 in experiment 2 Focus 1 JUCON

r026 12:wav Sentence 1 in experiment 2 Focus 2 JUCON

r026 13:wav Sentence 1 in experiment 2 Focus 3 JUCON

r026 14:wav Sentence 1 in experiment 2 Focus 1 Hadifix

r026 15:wav Sentence 1 in experiment 2 Focus 2 Hadifix

r026 16:wav Sentence 1 in experiment 2 Focus 3 Hadifix
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